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Thank you and congratulations on your recent purchase of Yoga Flooring by Dollamur! Yoga 
Flooring by Dollamur can be installed on any moisture sealed surface. Ideally, the flooring 
should be installed wall to wall. In situations where this is not feasible or desired, Yoga Flooring 
by Dollamur can be held in place with an edge molding that acts as a transition from the edge of 
your new floors to the ground. This installation guide will cover the use of double sided tape for 
semi-permanent installs. For permanent installs, you may consider gluing your new floors down 
as an option.  
 

IF YOU HAVE SELECTED A NON-FLEXI OPTION FOR YOUR FLOORS, NEVER 
REVERSE ROLL YOUR FLOORS! REVERSE ROLLLING CAN WRINKLE THE 

VINYL SURFACE PERMANENTLY! A NON-FLEXI FLOOR WILL ARRIVE TO YOU 
ROLLED UP AND PACKAGED WITH THE VINYL SIDE OUT AND WILL HAVE NO 

FLEXI-CUTS IN THE FOAM.  
 

INSTALLATION STEPS 

1. Clean all dirt and debris from the ground before installing Yoga Flooring by 
Dollamur.  
 

2. Unroll each section of your Yoga Flooring by Dollamur flat on the ground and 
ensure that the flooring fits correctly for 12 – 24. During this time your flooring will 
need to acclimate to your environment. If installed wall to wall, allow a ¼” to ½” 
gap along to the wall for foam expansion.  
 

3. Use a sharp utility knife and a straight edge to make any trim cuts on the flooring.  
 

4. Using at least two people, slide and stack the flooring sections flat away from the 
final installation area. Lay down double sided tape along the floor at the locations 
of each seam, edge, and the middle of each section. Then, slide the flooring 
sections back into their final locations one at a time while exposing the top of the 
adhesive one strip at a time by peeling off the top plastic of the double sided 
tape. Apply pressure to taped areas.  
 

5. Add any vinyl tape and VLP once step 4 has been completed entirely.  
 

6. Add base boards, transitions, or other accessories. 
 

7. If Pilates machines or any other heavy equipment will be on your new flooring, 
additional protection must be added. Please contact your Dollamur sales rep for 
recommended solutions.  
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FAQ 

1. Can I move Yoga Flooring after I've installed it? 

Yes! For studios that may relocate, you can absolutely take your Yoga Flooring with 
you.  There is no need to glue or tack down the flooring to the ground the way carpet 
is normally attached.  It CAN be rolled up and removed, then reinstalled later at a 
different location just be sure not to reverse roll the flooring when rolling it back up.  
When installed properly, the edges of the rolls (seams) should be seamed together 
with our special adhesive, creating a wall-to-wall look as one piece of flooring.  
Because Yoga Flooring by Dollamur weighs approximately 1 pound per square foot, 
it is not something that can be easily rolled up every day after class, unless you 
decide not to seam it together.  Should you decide to move after the flooring is 
seamed together; it can be easily cut with a utility or razor knife, and then simply 
taped together at the new location.  We often get asked if Yoga Flooring by Dollamur 
is ideal for temporary locations where the flooring is used during the class and then 
rolled up after the class.  While our product would work fantastic for that, it IS heavy, 
so it should be cut into smaller rolls for easier handling, which would create more 
seams.  Our recommendation is to VLP bead the seams together.  However, we 
have had studios choose to not seam the product together, and they have been very 
happy with our product. 

2. How long does it take to install my new Yoga Flooring? 

Your new Yoga Flooring by Dollamur can usually be installed in just one day. Yoga 
Flooring should only be installed AFTER all of the major construction is finished, 
after your yoga room has been painted and mirrored, the underlying floor is sealed, 
and the studio is clean.    

3. How do I clean my Yoga Flooring? 

Yoga Flooring can be swept and mopped regularly - just like hardwood, to remove 
dust, dirt, hair, etc. That's basically it!   

 

 

 

 

 

*Dollamur LP sells Yoga Flooring by Dollamur as an uninstalled product. This installation guide is to be used as a 
reference guide when installing the product. Dollamur LP cannot guarantee that double sided tape sold with Yoga 
Flooring by Dollamur will adhere or bond to all ground types. Dollamur LP is not to be held liable for any damages 
incurred during installation of this product. 


